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Enhancement in 11g Database 

PL/SQL Sequence: 

Oracle Database 11g has now provided support for Sequence in PL/SQL. Earlier to get a number from a 
sequence in PL/SQL we had to use SELECT command with DUAL table as follows:  
 
declare 
    rno number; 
begin 
   select  rollno.nextval into rno from dual; 
   -- use rno which contains next number from sequence 
end; 
 
Now, we can refer to a sequence without having to use any SELECT command as follows:  
 
declare 
    rno number; 
begin 
    rno := rollno.nextval;   -- access sequence directly from PL/SQL in 11g 
    -- use rno 
end; 
 

Continue Statement: 

Continue statement is introduced in PL/SQL loops to skip rest of the statements in iteration and restart 
the next iteration. Of course its functionality is same as continue statement of C language. Remember 
EXIT statement is same as break statement of C language.  
 
BEGIN 
FOR I IN 100..200 
LOOP 
IF I IN (100,200) THEN 
NULL; 
ELSE 
SUM:= SUM + I; 
END IF; 
END LOOP; 
END; 
 
Oracle 11g identified it as bad code practice to assign NULL operation to the compiler. CONTINUE 
statement can be used to direct the pointer to continue its iteration if it matches the ignore condition. 
 
BEGIN 
FOR I IN 100..200 
LOOP 
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IF I IN (100,200) THEN 
CONTINUE; 
ELSE 
SUM := SUM + I; 
END IF; 
END LOOP; 
END; 
 

Trigger Firing Order: 

When two or more triggers are defined for the same event, in the past it was not possible to define the 
order in which those triggers are fired when the event occurs. Starting from 11g Oracle allows you to 
specify that a trigger must be fired only after another trigger for the same event is fired. It is done using 
FOLLOWS keyword followed by trigger name after which current trigger is to be invoked.  
 
CREATE [OR REPLACE] TRIGGER TRIGGER_NAME 
BEFORE [INSERT | UPDATE | DELETE] ON [TABLE NAME] 
FOLLOWS [TRIGGER1, TRIGGER2…] 
WHEN 
 
Assume we have TEST and TESTLOG tables as follows.  
 
create table test( n varchar(10)); 
 
create table testlog (log varchar(50)); 
 

Create the following two triggers that are to be fired before INSERT command of TEST table.  
 
create or replace trigger test_trg1_11g before insert on test  
for each row 
begin 
   insert into testlog values ('From test_trig1_11g'); 
end; 
 
create or replace trigger test_trg2_11g before insert on test  
for each row 
follows test_trg1_11g 
begin 
   insert into testlog values ('From test_trig2_11g'); 
end; 
 

In the above example, both TEST_TRG1_11g and TEST_TRG2_11g are associated with the same event 

(before insert of test table). As we specified at the time of creating TEST_TRG2_11g that it must be 

called only after TEST_TRG1_11g is called using FOLLOWS keyword, it is always invoked after 

TEST_TRG1_11g. To test the order, insert a row into TEST table and see what rows are placed in 

TESTLOG table. 
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Trigger Creation in DISABLED Mode: 

Creating a trigger in DISABLED mode- Prior to Oracle 11g, a trigger can be created in ENABLED mode 

only. Oracle 11g provides flexibility to create a Trigger in DISABLED mode also. They remain deactivated 

until they are enabled. 

 

CREATE TRIGGER [TRIGGER NAME] 
BEFORE [INSERT | UPDATE | DELETE] ON [TABLE] 
DISABLED 
WHEN … 
 

Virtual Columns: 

Virtual column is a column whose value is derived from an expression. Oracle doesn't store any data 

related to virtual column, only expression given at the time of creating virtual column is stored in data 

dictionary.  

 
column [datatype] [GENERATED ALWAYS] AS ( 
) 
[VIRTUAL] [( inline_constraint [,...] )] 

Here, GENERATED ALWAYS and VIRTUAL are optional keywords, but included for more clarity. 

 
ALTER TABLE JOBS ADD (DIFFERENCE AS ( MAX_SALARY  - MIN_SALARY)) 
 
Select  job_title, difference from jobs; 

 

The following example creates virtual column called DIFFERENCE, which returns the difference between 

MAX_SALARY and MIN_SALARY columns in JOBS table.  

 

Fine Grained Dependency Tracking: 

Prior to Oracle11g, modifying the structure of a table would make dependent objects invalid even 
thought the change to table has nothing to do with view. As we have a table called T1 and view V1 as 
follows.  
 
create table t1 (n1 number(5), n2 number(5)); 
 
create view v1 as select n1, n2 from t1; 
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In Oracle10g, any change to table T1 would mark view V1 invalid whether or not the change effects view 
logically. For example the following change to table T1 would make view V1 invalid.  
 

alter table t1 add( n3 number(5)); 
 
select status from user_objects where object_name = 'V1'; 
 

STATUS 
------- 
INVALID 
 
However, the change made to table T1 has nothing to do with view and logically doesn't affect view. If 
the changes to the referenced object make no consequence on the dependent object, the status of 
dependent object would remain VALID. 
 

Read Only Tables: 

In Oracle 11g, a table can be set READ ONLY mode to restrict write operations on the table. A table can 
be altered to toggle over READ ONLY and READ WRITE modes.  
 
SQL> ALTER TABLE EMP READ ONLY; 
 
SQL> ALTER TABLE EMP READ WRITE; 

Invisible Indexes: 

Oracle 11g provides flexibility in query performance testing by introducing Invisible Indexes. An Invisible 

Index can be created to check its effect on the query performance. It can be converted to VISIBLE mode 

for auto consideration by the optimizer, if it makes major performance impact. An initialization 

parameter OPTIMIZER_USE_INVISIBLE_INDEXES must be set to TRUE in the session to direct optimizer 

to use an Invisible Index. Alternatively, using INDEX hint, it can be enforced in the execution plan and 

query performance can be tested.  

 

CREATE INDEX IDX_TEST ON TEST (TEST_NAME) INVISIBLE; 
 

Mixed Notation: 

Oracle 11g allows mixed notation for function calls. It was possible to use either positional parameters 
or named parameters in the previous versions. Now, Oracle supports mixing named and positional 
notations.  

Create a procedure that takes three parameter that are optional as follows: 
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create or replace procedure  p1(n1 number:=1, n2 number :=2, n3 number := 3)  
is 
begin 
    dbms_output.put_line(n1); 
    dbms_output.put_line(n2); 
    dbms_output.put_line(n3); 
end; 

 

Now, call this procedure using positional, named and mixed parameter notations as follows and see the 
output given after the block.  

begin 
   p1(10,20,30);   -- positional 
   p1( n2=> 20, n3 =>30 );  -- named 
   p1( 10, n3 =>10 );  -- MIXED is new in 11g 
  p1(n1=>30, n3 => 20, n2 => 5); -- MIXED is new in 11g 
end; 
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Thank You !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 


